The conditional probability of an observation in a subpopulation i (a combination of levels of explanatory variables) falling into one of 2" mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories is modelled using a normal integral in n-dimensions. The mean of subpopulation i is written as a linear combination of an unknown vector 8 which can include « fixed >> effects (e.g., nuisance environmental effects, genetic group effects) and « random » effects such as additive genetic value or producing ability. Conditionally on 0, the normal integral depends on an unknown matrix R comprising residual correlations in a multivariate standard normal conceptual scale. The random variables in 0 have a dispersion matrix G 0 A, where usually A is a known matrix of additive genetic relationships, and G is a matrix of unknown genetic variances and covariances. It is assumed a priori that 0 follows a multivariate normal distribution f (6 1 G), which does not depend on R, and the likelihood function is taken as product multinomial. The point estimator of 0 is the mode of the posterior distribution f (A I Y, G = G * , R = R * ) where Y is data, and G * and R * are :he components of the mode of the marginal posterior distribution f (G, R I Y) using « flat » priors for G and R. The matrices G * and R * correspond to the marginal maximum likelihood estimators of the corresponding matrices. The point estimator of 0 is of the empirical Bayes types. Overall, computations involve solving 3 non-linear systems in 0, G and R. G * can be computed with an expectation-maximization type algorithm ; an estimator of R * is suggested, and this is related to results published elsewhere on maximum likelihood estimation in contingency tables. Problems discussed include non-linearity, size of the system to be solved, rate of convergence, approxima-:ions made and the possible use of informative priors for the dispersion parameters. 
Several new procedures of sire evaluation for discrete characters postulate an underlying normal distribution which is made discrete via a set of thresholds (G IANOLA & FOULLEY, 1982 FOULLEY & G IANOLA , 1984 ; H ARVILLE & ME E , 1984-; G ILMOUR et al., 1985) . In the method of G IANOLA & F OULLEY , the records in a sample are allocated to sub-populations consisting of one or more individuals ; the mean of each sub-population is a linear combination of an unknown vector 6. The link between these means and the discrete observations is provided by a multivariate normal integral with an argument dependent on location and dispersion parameters (H6sCHELE et al., 1986) . Inferences about 0 are made using Bayesian procedures which readily accommodate « fixed » effects (nuisance environmental parameters, genetic group means) and « random » effects such as the breeding values of animals to be evaluated. As in the case of genetic evaluation by best linear unbiased prediction (H ENDERSON , 1973) , the estimators and predictors are obtained from the posterior distribution of 0, conditionally on the intervening dispersion parameters, e.g., heritabilities, genetic and residual correlations. The objective of this paper is to further generalize the methods for discrete variables by considering the situation where the values of the dispersion parameters are not known. In particular, we present a solution based upon replacing these parameters by point estimates obtained from their marginal posterior distribution (O'H AGAN , 1980 ; . The procedure provides estimates of the components of the dispersion structure and predictors of linear combination of 0 which can be viewed as of the empirical. Bayes type. We consider the situation of n jointly distributed binary variates as described by HÖ SCHELE et al. (1986) (R ONN n·rGE N , 1971 ; DEMPFLE, 1977 ; LEFORT, 1980 ; GIANOLA & FOULLEY, 1983 (C ASELLA , 1985) . This mode of reasoning has also been employed by other workers in multivariate normal and discrete (H ARVILLE & M EE , 1984 ; SUR ATELLI et al., 1984) settings. Finally, the mode 0 * of the joint posterior distribution f (0 Y, y * ) can be viewed as an approximation to the mode of f (0) Y) (Box & T IAO , 1973 The matrix of second derivatives of the log-posterior in [18] with respect to 0 is the negative of the coefficient matrix in [19] . This Hessian matrix is negative definitive provided the matrices G and R defined earlier and evaluated at y * are positive definite ; this is shown in Annex A. Therefore, the Newton-Raphson algorithm converges to a unique maximum of the log-posterior density if it exists (D AHLQUIST & B IORCK , 1974 ; E VERITT , 1984) . Computations involve a double-iterative scheme with [19] and with the equations used to calculate y * . We return to this in a later section of this article.
It is useful to point out that the matrix evaluated at the modal value 0 * (y * ) gives an expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix of the posterior distribution of 0 (Cox & H INKLEY , 1975, p. The above result implies that whenever a flat prior is used for g, maximization of the joint posterior distribution of all-variances and covariances with respect to g can be done by maximizing El l ) {In f (u ! g)} at each iterate. More general situations, e.g., using informative prior distributions for g, are dealt with in the discussion section of this paper.
From [10] and [11] with !&dquo; ! _ ! G 1 1 . A In (A NDERSON , 1984, p. . r ef is the residual correlation between traits e and f ;
. ! is a bivariate standard normal density ; . 4> n -2 is the multivariate normal distribution function of order n -2 ;
. h' §i!; = {h!.!j} for every d different than e and f is an (n -2) x 1 vector, with and h(!j is the third element of the row vector . T is the 3 x 3 upper triangular matrix of the Cholesky decomposition T'T of the residual correlation matrix between traits f, e, d and taken in that order ;
. (1984) and H6sCHELE et al. (1986) . Several points such as the analogy with multivariate generalized linear models, the justification for multiple trait analyses, the calculation of genetic evaluations on the probability scale, and the numerical aspects of solving a large non-linear system on 0 have been already discussed by H6sCHELE et al. (1986) , so they will not be dealt with here.
In the context of the present paper, three aspects merit discussion as they may limit the usefulness of the results presented. The first issue relates to the consequence of ignoring the second terms of [36] in the estimation of the residual correlations.
While this may be unsatisfactory from a theoretical viewpoint, it can be conjectured that the consequences will be small when the method is applied to the large data sets that frequently arise in animal breeding applications. In fact, when this term is included, the estimator can be interpreted as marginal maximum likelihood ; when it is ignored, the procedure is closely related to maximum likelihood (ML). Because estimates of residual variances and covariances obtained by these two methods using multiple trait mixed models often differ little, it is reasonable to speculate that the same would hold in the non-linear domain. (1984) , and found that the intra-class correlation was under-estimated when family sizes were less or equal than 8. This potential problem merits further study. ' The third point concerns the slow convergence of the algorithm used to estimate G (see formulae [33] and [46] ). These expressions, 'related to the EM algorithm (DErtrs!rEx et al., 1977) , are very slow to converge, particularly when the eigenvalues of G are small (T HOMPSON , 1979 [0, u] provided, as before, that X has full-column rank and G is positive-definite. Finally, it should be mentioned that R is implicitly positive-definite because otherwise, the probabilities P jk would be ill-defined.
